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Lekuona 
Break Fast Live

LIVE ARTS / MUSIC JAN. 17 (Fri.)
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Artist Lekuona, multidisciplined by nature, is presenting her 
new album Break Fast Live at Azkuna Zentroa - Alhóndiga 
Bilbao in a sensual minimalist show format with video-
creation and contemporary dance elements. A conceptual 
electro-pop proposal in English, full of irony and social 
criticism.

Produced by musician Roberto Calvo and mixed in Los 
Ángeles, Lekuona’s new album Break Fast Live, cooks 
up an overwhelming proposal i.e. to emerge from 
darkness to offer herself and meet with others. 
In a personal journey format, she travels from 
nothing to social awareness, passing through 
self-knowledge and love. The result is a mixture 
of liquid, solid, cold, hot, sweet and savoury.
Composer, singer, performer, and producer, nothing gets in 
her way of getting on board with Break Fast Live, from her 
second album, where the singles Loser and Social Nerd 
are just to whet the appetite. If in Loser she relies on dark 
hues and deep voices to avenge failure in a society which 
only rewards success, in Social Nerd she plays with vocal 
harmonies and mobile sounds to parody the excessive use 
of social networks.

After her first album No Man’s Land (2014), produced by 
Raúl Santos (Najwa Nimri, la Shica), this artist continues 
toying with the representation of pop stardom. However, 
the nakedness of her new project obliges her to create a 
character without masks who convulses on the same level 
as the audience. 

January 17, Friday
9:00pm
Lantegia 1
10€ / 8€ with Az Card

ARTISTIC SHEET:
Direction:
Lekuona  
Voice:
Lekuona
Keyboard:
Diego Perinetti
Drums & Sequences:
Marcel Selva
Choreography:
Carla Diego
Dancers:
Andrea Pérez, Violeta Wulff
Video:
Lekuona
Photography:
Jerónimo Álvarez
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